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The main object of this paper is to give explicit formulas for the number of unlabelled 
bicolored (unrooted) plane trees with given degree distributions (1’12iz., . ; 1/12’2.1 ,). These trees 
are closely related to the Shabat polynomials, i.e., ~1~~~s over 8: having at most two critical 
values (cf. Shabat and Zvonkin, 1994). In the case of planted trees (i.e., rooted at a leaf), this 
problem was solved by Tutte in 1964, using multivariate &range inversion. Here the key to 
the solution is the dissymmetry theorem for enriched trees which takes a particularly simple 
form in the bicolored case and which allows one to get rid of the rooting. We also enumerate 
those trees in the labelled case, in the unicolored case, as well as when the au~o~~~ group 
(necessarily cyclic) is of order h equal to (or a multiple of) a given integer R3 1. 
L’objectif principal de ce texte est de dormer des formules explicites pour le nombre de types 
d’isomorphie d’arbres plans bicolor6s ayant une double ~s~bution ( 1’12’2.. ; 1” 2’2.. .) de &g&s 
domn5s a l’avance. Ces arbres sont en &t&e relation avec les poly&mes de Shabat, c’est-i-dire 
les polynomes sur C ayant au plus deux valeurs critiques (cf. Shabat and Zvonkin, 1994). Dans 
le cas des arbres enracines (point&r en une feuille), ce probl&me a et6 r6solu par Tutte en 1964 ii 
l’aide de l’inversion de Lagrange multivariee. Ici la cl& de la solution reside dans le theoreme de 
dissym&rie pour les arbres enrichis qui, dans le cas bicolor6, prend une fbrme particuli&rement 
simple et qui permet de se d6fah-e du pointage. Nous d6nombrons CgaIement ces arbres dam le 
cas etiquet6, dans le cas unicolo&, ainsi que lorsque le groupe ~au~rno~~~s, night 
cyclique, est d’un ordre h &gal P (ou multiple de) un entier k z 1 donne. 
0. Introduction 
We will consider plane trees, that is, trees embedded in the plane, and bicolored trees, 
that is, trees whose vertices are partitioned into two disjoint parts, the ‘black’ vertices 
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and the ‘white’ vertices, so that each edge is incident to two differently colored ver- 
tices. One deduces a double degree distribution i = (ir , i2, . . .), j = ( jl &, . . .), where ik 
(respectively, I&) equals the number of black (respectively, white) vertices of degree k. 
As was emphasized by A. Zvonkin during the 5th FPSAC meeting in Florence, these 
trees are closely related to polynomials P(z) over d= having at most two critical values, 
called Shabat polynomials (cf. [6], 1241). In fact, there exists a bijection between unla- 
belled (Le., isomorphism types of) bicolored plane trees and the equivalence classes of 
Shabat polynomials P(z) under afhne ~sfo~tio~ (P(z) N cP(az + 6) + d, a # 0, 
c # 0). Under this bijection, the black (respectively, white) vertices correspond to the 
roots of the equation P(z)=0 (respectively, P(z)= 1) and the degrees, to multiplicities 
of these roots. Recent study of these structures [1,2,5], and in particular their catalogu- 
ing, poses the problem of the exact enumeration of bicolored plane trees according to 
the double degree distribution. 
Observe that if a bicolored tree admits a double degree ~s~bution i = (ir , i2,, . ,), 
j = (jl,jz, . . .), with s(i) = il + iz + - - + black points and s(i) = 11 + j2 + . . . white 
points, then the edge count implies the double equality 
il+2i2+3i3+*-* =jl+i?j2+3j3+.-- 
= s(i) + s(j) - 1. (0.1) 
Conversely, if conditions (0.1) are satisfied, it is easy to see by induction on the 
munber of edges that there always exists at least one bicolored tree with double degree 
~s~bution (i, j). The question is to determine how many. Put, for h 2 1, 
Supp(i) = {k 2 1 1 ik # 01, &I = (4k)kal, 
where &,k iS the Kronecker symbol, 
Div(h,i,j)= set of common divisors (21) of h,il,iz ,..., jr& ,... 
f = ($,$ ,... ), G> = (il,~,,..> (multinomial coefficient). 
Our primary objective is to prove the follo~ng theorem: 
Theorem 1. Let i = (il, iz, . . .) and j = (jl, j2,. . .) be two sequences of integers 20, 
with s(i) = il + i2 + s ~1 < m and s(j) -c 00, s~t~f~~ng the relation (0.1). Then the 
number @(i, j) of unlabelled bicolored plane trees, whose akgree distribution is (i, j), 
is given by 
&i, j) = P(i, 13 + E(j, i) - d(i, j), (0.2) 
with 
(0.3) 
where n = s(z?, m = s(j), (b denotes the arithmetic Euler &function, and the 
sum is taken over all pairs of integers h 3 1, d 2 1 such that h E Suppf j) and 
d E Div(h,i, j- &), and 
n-tm-1 II m 
&i,j) = nm 
00 i j’ 
(0.4) 
moreover the per 6 (i, j) of ~~~e~~ed bi~olored ~y~tric plane trees, whose 
degree distribution is (i, j), is given by 
@(i,j)= ~(i,j)+~(j,i)-~(i,j), (0.5) 
where fi (i, j) = &i, j) und 
(O-6) 
where p denotes the Mtibius function and the sum is taken over the same set as 
in (0.3). 
The problem of enumeration according to the degrees of unlabelled planted (i.e., 
pointed at a leaf) plane trees has already been solved by Tutte in 1964 using the multi- 
variate Lagrange inversion fmula (see [26]). Note that the correction term 6(i, j) (for- 
mula (0.4)) enumerates the unlabelled bicolored plane trees with ~s~~sh~ edge, as 
was shown by Goulden and Jackson [lo], who also observed that these trees represent 
the decompositions of a given cyclic permutation d as a product of two permutations 
a and fl of cycle types (lb 2’2 . . .) and (ljl2j2 . . .), respectively (see also [3]). These 
cases are simpler since the structures in question are rigid (or asymmetric): their au- 
tomorphism group is reduced to the identity; their enumeration is then closely related 
to that of labelled structures. For example, the number ,@(i, j) of (labelled, separately 
for black and for white vertices) bicolored plane trees with degree distribution (i, j) is 
given by: 
PM = n Jz!_ 1 G(i, j) = (n - l)!(m - l)! y 7 
00 
. (0.7) 
Formula (0.3) is easy to program and demands little computation time. We present 
in Table 1 some values of &i, j), $5 (i, j) and &i, j). 
The main tool which permits to eliminate the pointing is the dissymmetry theorem 
for trees. This is the species formulation of Otter’s dissimilarity characteristic equation. 
In its simplest form, for the species a of trees (free trees, with one sort of vertices), 
and the species A of rooted trees (= pointed trees), it is stated as follows (cf. [19,20]): 
A+&(A)=a+k, (O-8) 
where E2 denotes the species of sets with two elements and the equality sign represents 
an isomorphism of species of socks, that is, a ftily of bijections indexed by the 
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Table 1 
(i,3> &ii) gli(fJ) c?(i,j) = o’(i, j) 
C&W), (42) 0 0 0 
(41, (0, 0, 0, 1) 1 0 1 
(l,lO), (l,lO) 1 1 21 
t4,2), (0,1,2) 3 2 20 
14,2), (ml, 1) 5 5 40 
f4,2,2), (4 7) 9 6 105 
@,Lf), (2,1,1) 9 9 63 
(3,Llh (2,1,0,1) 12 12 96 
(2,2,0,1), (294) 16 14 150 
(f&4), ~0~4,0*0,0,0*0,~~ 43 40 660 
(3,4,1), (4,0,2,1) 525 525 7350 
(J,l, I,4 IX (3,3,2) 2940 2940 44100 
(20,2,2), (2.44 1,1,2,1) 478 170 478 170 14 345 100 
(4 6,613 (12,6,0,0,0,1) 1429 584 1429281 42 882 840 
(18,0,1,3), (6,0,3,0,0,3) 2048214 2048 193 67 590 600 
underlying sets (of vertices), commuting with transports of structures along bijections 
(relabellings). According to the methodology of species of structures, an isomorphism 
between two species F and G imply equality of their exponential generating functions 
F(x) = nIzs IfEGw 
of labelled structures, as well as of the ordinary generating functions 
&t = X0 If~~l/~~l~” 
of unlabelled (i.e., isomorphism types of) F-structures, and 
of Sheila asymmetric structures, via the cycle index series (Polya theory) and the 
asymmetry index series (see [16,18]). In the present case, one deduces from (0.8) the 
well-known relations 
(0.9) 
ii(x) = A(x) - &(22(x) -K(2)), (0.10) 
Z(X) = d(X) - @2(X) +&X2)). (0.11) 
In particular, identity (0.10) is the famous Otter’s formula [22] and (0.11) is due to 
Harary and Prim [12]. 
As for the species A of rooted trees, it is characterized by the functional equation 
A = XIX(A), (0.12) 
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where X denotes the species singletons and E denotes the species of sets, which permits 
its enumeration. 
The dissymmetry theorem for trees (0.8) and the functional equation (0.12) lend 
themselves to many generalizations, for example to trees subject to restrictions, enrich- 
ments or weight refinements, as well as to bicolored trees. The enumeration of plane 
trees according to the vertex degrees constitutes a particularly interesting illustration of 
this method. 
We first present the unisort case in the next section, where we improve some known 
results, in particular the enumeration of unlabelled (free) trees according to degrees 
(cf. [12]), planted plane trees (cf. [26]), u&belled plane trees (cf. [13,14,27]), and 
asymmetric plane trees (cf. [25]). The case of bicolored trees is studied in the following 
section. The reader is referred to [8,26] for possible extensions to more than two 
colors. Finally, in the last section we consider plane trees whose automorphism group 
(necessarily cyclic) is of order equal to, or a multiple of, an integer k 22, by refming 
the approach of Stockmeyer [25,IlI.3]. 
While all the basic results needed to solve these problems already existed in the 
literature (see for example [l 1, Chap. 3; 26]), the species formulation served as a 
helpful unifying framework for the authors. For a brief introduction (in English) to the 
concepts of the theory of species of structures used here, the reader is referred to [ 161 
(see also [4]). 
From a combinatorial point of view, plane trees are characterized by the fact that 
the neighbors of each vertex are placed circularly around it, i.e., are given a structure 
of a cyclic permutation (oriented cycle). It is then an instance of R-enriched trees (see 
[15]), with R = C, where C = C,,+, C, and C,,, denotes the species of oriented cycles 
of length m (see Fig. 1). We will assume that plane trees have at least two points. It 
is possible to take into account the degrees of the vertices by associating a variable ri 
to each vertex of degree i, i.e., to each cycle of length i, and by defining the weight 
of a tree as the product of the variables associated to the vertices. One has then 
R = CT := C Cm,rm, (1.1) 
m>l 
where the index r, signifies that the structures, here the oriented cycles of length m, 
are given the weight r,. 
The cycle index series 2~~ and the asymmetry index series rcr are easily obtained 
from the series Zc and rc (see [ 161): 
(1.2) &,h,xz, * - * ) = c z c 4Vzxd”‘d, 
ma1 d/m 
~&1,x2,... ) = mFl 2 c &O#d. (1.3) 
4m 
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R-enriched tree R’-enriched rooted tree 
Fig. 1. 
Note that the derivative C’ of the species of oriented cycles is isomorphic to the 
species L of linear orders (lists) since the data of an oriented cycle on a set U + {*} 
is naturally equivalent to a linear order on U. In our case, taking into account the 
weights that we have given, we have 
R’ = G)’ = L# = c Lm,r,+, = 1, +.& +(x2)n +(x3),, +a*-, (1.4) 
m&c 
where X denotes the species of singletons. 
Denote by aR the species of R-enriched trees. We recall the fundamental relations 
determining this species of structures (see [17,18]) which remain valid in the present 
weighted context: 
AR’ = ik?t’(LiRr ) 
ai = xR(Ap ) 
@‘-enriched rooted trees), 
(R-enriched pointed trees), 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
a: + .&(Ap ) = aR + (Apf2 (issues theorem). (1.7) 
We also note the substitution formulas for the generating series of unlabelled 
Fv o G,-structures and of asymmetric F, o G,-structures in the case of weighted species 
F, and G, (see [4,7]): 
F,_=&) = Z&&), G’wz(x2), &(x3), . . .), U-8) 
F” o G,,,(x) = f”~(~w(x),&&2),~~~(x3),...). (1.9) 
For the case which interests us, with R = C,, let: 
pr = aC, the species of plane trees weighted by degrees; 
P, = @F, the species of pointed plane trees weighted by degrees; 
A, = AL,, , the species of ordered rooted trees weighted by degrees. 
In the case of ordered rooted trees, it is agreed that a half-edge is attached to the 
root so that the degree count is correct (see Fig. 1, where the weight of the tree is 
ri2r&$rs and that of the rooted tree, r:“$&~); these structures are characterized by 
the fact that the successors of each vertex are given in a linear order. It follows that 
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they are asymmetric, and consequently, A,(x) = d(x) = &x). From (1.4) and (1.5) 
one deduces the functional equation 
A,(x) = xti&G(x)), (1.10) 
where 
$&x) = C:(x) = L,+) = rl + rzx + rsx2 + . - +. 




and from (1.7), 
B,(x) = P,(x) - &+$(N --&(x2)), (1.14) 
B,(x) = R(x) - &&)+&(x2)k (1.15) 
where for m 2 1, P denotes the sequence (q, 9, . . .). 
Successive a~lications of the Lagrange inversion formula permit one to obtain, for 
P”(r) := [fjF,(x) = p-&f z: 444 c mw-kl~lX)~ 
din-1 kal 
where m = (n - 1)/d and I/+(X) is given by (l.ll), and 
A(r) := [x”]&(x) = fin(r) - ~[Ye2]JF(x) + ~znmfn)[r’“/2’-1~~~‘2(x). 
Analogous formulas exist for pn(r) and @Jr). 
(1.16) 
(1.17) 
In the case where r = 1, that is, without the degree counting, one recovers formulas 
of Walkup [27] 
(1.18) 
& = &i,,(l) = el - gn-1 I- 4&venW~n,2~-~, 
and of Labelle [ 171 
(1.19) 
(1.20) 
6, = F* - fen-1 - &lwq”/2)-ll (1.21) 
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where c,, = ( l/(n + l))(z) denotes the nth Catalan number. In the general case, 
extracting the coefficient of the monomial ri = rFr$$ . . . in A(r) and &r) gives 
the numbers p(i) and P(Q of unlabelled plane trees and pointed plane trees hav- 
ing degree distribution equal to i, i.e., g(i) = [r’]f&(r) and &) = [r’j&r), where 
n = s(i) = il -t iz + f * . ; similarly, for ~a~~~ asymmetric plane trees. Note the 
following necessary condition, relative to the edges of a tree, so that these numbers be 
non-zero: 
i,+2i2+3i3+.*.=2(n-l). 
The following notation is used: 
(1.22) 
bdn) = x tn is even), &&i) = X (every ik is even), 
Div(h,i) = the set of common divisors of h and ii, i2,. . . 
Theorem 2. Let i=(il,iz,...) b e a sequence of integers 80 such that 2 <n=s(i)<oo 
and satisfying condition (1.22). Then the numbers p(i) of unlabetled pointed plane 
trees, and @ii(i) of ~~abe~led plane trees, having ik points of degree k, k = 1,2,. . _, 
are given by 
(1.23) 
the sum being taken over all pairs of integers h 2 1, d > 1 such that h E Supp(i) and 
d E Div(h, i - Sh), and by 
Moreover, the unlabelled pointed asymmetric pIane trees are enumerated by 
(1.24) 
(1.25) 
the sum being taken over the same set of indices as in (1.23), and the unlabel~ed 
asymmetric plane trees by 
gi(i)=i+ 3 0 42 - oh& i,2 . ( > (1.26) 
Note that while equations (1.12) and (1.14) are essentially contained in [ 141 as 
formulas (10) (with a misprint) and (8), expressions of the form (1.23)-( 1.26) have 
not been derived previously. The only published explicit formula in this context is for 
the number of planted plane trees (see [26]) which follows easily from (1.10). 
In the labelled case, since k$(x) is the generating series for (the asymmetric species 
of plane trees with a distinguished and oriented edge, it follows that the number p(i) 
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of plane trees having degree distribution equal to i is given by 
&Q(i) = (n -2)! ; . 0 (1.27) 
For comparison, we cite the result of [21] according to which the number of trees 
whose set of vertices is [n] = { 1,2,. . . , n} and where the vertex i is of degree di, is 
given by the multinomial coefficient (:I:>, where d = (dl,dz,. . .,d,,) and 
1 = (l,l,..., 1). This result also implies (1.27) (and conversely) since there are 
(d-l)! = (dl,-l)!...(d, - 1 )! ways to embed a free tree on [n] into an oriented 
plane and there are ($ ways to assign the degree distribution i to the set [n]. 
2. Enriched bicolored trees 
Consider now the species (on two sorts of points) aR,S = a&& Y) of R,S-enriched 
trees, where R and S are given species of structures. By definition, an cR,&ructure 
on a pair of sets (U, V) is a tree structure on the set U + V (disjoint union) such 
that the edges always join an element of U (the black points) to an element of V 
(the white points), together with the data, for each black point (respectively, white 
point), of an R-structure (respectively, an S-structure) on the set of its neighbors. See 
Fig. 2. 
If R and S are weighted species, define the weight of an R,S-enriched tree as the 
product of the weights of the R-structures and S-structures attached to the vertices of 
the tree. 
Introduce a double sequence of variables r = (ri, rz, . . .) and s = (sit&, . . .), where rk 
and Sk act as counters of black and white points, respectively, of degree R, k = 1,2,. . . . 
The bicolored plane trees, weighted by degree, are then an example of R,S-enriched 
trees, with R = C, and S = C,. For example, the weight of the bicolored tree in Fig. 2 
is ~~~~~2~3s~. Before going to this particular case, we give the fundamental relations 
determinmg the species a&S of R,S-enriched trees, extensions of (IS)-( 1.7). 
Fig. 2. R,S-cm-icbed tree. 
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- R’,S’-enriched rooted trees, with black roots and white roots, respectively, 
AR',s = ~‘(BR&, BR',S' = YS'(Ap,g), (2.1) 
- R,S-enriched pointed trees, pointed at a black point and white point, respectively, 
a$ = m(BRI, S' 1, a$ = YS(AR~,S~), 
- Dissymmetry theorem for bicolored trees, 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
The computation of the series associated to these species is based on the two- 
dimensional Lagrange inversion formula (see [4,9]). We use the following form, which 
is deduced easily from Good’s formula: Let A@, y) and R(x, y) be formal power series 
satisfying the relations 
A(% Y) = -MR(x, Y )I, R(x,Y) = ~(A~x,Y)). 
Then for all integers cr, /I 3 0, one has 
(2.4) 
[x”ym] AD’Bfl = 1 - @ - ai: - 8)) [~-ay*-8]t$yy)qyx). (2.5) 
Returning to the case in which we are interested, where R = C, and S = C,, let 
Pr,s = ac,,cs (bicolored plane trees weighted by degrees), 
G f, 3 =AL,,J,~BL,, J,, (weighted bicolored plane trees, with distinguished edge). 
The bicolored version of (1.10) is (2.4), with A = A,Q,L,, B = AL,,,L,, p = t,$. and 
$ = I,&. This can be used to obtain formula (17) of [26] for the mtmber of planted 
bicolored plane trees with given double degree distribution, via (2.5). We now do the 
same for bicolored plane trees and plane trees with a distinguished edge. 
Labelled case. Let (U, Y) be a pair of sets (the black vertices and the white vertices), 
with ]Ul = II and IV] = m. Then the total weight &+,(r,s) of (labelled) bicolored 
plane trees on (U, V) is given by 
(2.6) 
Taking r = s = 1, one finds the formula 
#$+?I = n +l)mfR-l) (2.71 
for the number of bicolored plane trees on (U, Y), analogous to Scoins’ formula 
nm-‘m”-’ for the number of (free) bicolored trees (see [23]). Here x@ denotes the 
rising factorial xl*) =x(x+ 1).**(x+k-- 1). 
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By extracting the coefficient of rid from @,&r,s), one obtains formula (0.7) of 
the introduction. 
~nlu~iled case. The total weight of unlabelled bicolored plane trees with distin- 
guished edge, of order (n,m), is given by 
G&3&r) = [~“YrnlG,s(X,Y) = n “,“,- 1 [~-iym-‘l~~(Y)~~tx). (2.8) 
The total weight of unlabelled bicolored plane trees of order (n,m) is given by 
&n,m(r,S) = [~y@Yl @J&Y) = pn,m(r,s) +~m,n(%r) - ~n,m(r,S) (2.9) 
where 
(2.10) 
By extracting the coefficient of rid in (2.8) and (2.9), one recovers formulas (0.4) 
and (0.2) given in the in~duction for &(i,j) and fi(i,j). 
For ~~e~~ trees, one proceeds in an analogous manner, by simply replacing Q, 
by p in the fo~ul~, leading to the expressions (0.5) and (0.6) for p(u) and I’(i,j). 
3. Enumeration of plane trees according to their automorpbisms 
We follow here the approach of Stockmeyer [25]. Observe at first that the center of a 
tree is necessarily left fixed by any automorphism. If the center is an edge, the tree can 
be associated to an (unordered) pair of rooted trees and it admits an automorphism of 
order 2 if and only if the two rooted trees are isomorphic. In the case of a plane tree, 
it then consists of a pair of ordered rooted trees which can be exchanged circularly. 
This situation cannot occur for a bicolored tree, as the central edge is then connected 
to two differently colored vertices. 
If the center of a plane tree is a vertex, this tree can admit some non-trivial auto- 
morphisms by rotation of the ordered rooted trees which are arranged circularly around 
the center, whenever the arrangement is suthciently symmetric, similarly to a periodic 
circular word. 
The enumeration of these types of structures goes through by the following analysis. 
Let F = E’,,, be a species of structures weighted by a weight function v with values in a 
ring of formal power series. Denote by &(FV), the species of pairs of isomorphic F,- 
structures, and, for k> 1, by C&k(Fy), the species of oriented cycles of ~&ructures 
having a circular symmetry of order k and by C,k(FV), the subspecies of C&(FV) 
containing the oriented cycles of F,-structures whose (cyclic) au~rno~~srn group 
is exactly of order k. These three species are weighted by a weight w defined as 
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the product of the v-weights of the present F-structures. Note, however, that these 
operations are not instances of substitution of species. 
The main lemma then is the following formulas for the unlabelled enumeration of 
these species, essentially due to Stockmeyer (see [4,25]): 
Lemma 3. For every weighted species F = F, and for k Z 1, 
&@)(x) =&(x2), (3.1) 
CL@Xx) = WW),&QkX.. .I, (3.2) 
C=-;;c}(n) = ~=(~~(~~,~~(~),. . .). (3.3) 
It is also possible, in (3.2) and (3.3), to keep track of the length of the cycles in 
the weights of the structures, that is, to replace C by C,. Consider then the following 
species of plane trees, all weighted by degrees, with k 22~ 
- Plane trees whose center is an edge and admitting a symmetry of order 2 
@(2) = lL2 (A,). (3.4) 
- Plane trees whose center is a vertex and admitting a circular symmetry of order k 
8% .k = -G, ,t(4. (3.5) 
- Plane trees whose center is a vertex and whose automo~~sm group is of order R 
&,=k = x’r,=k(&). (3.6) 
In an analogous manner, one has the following species of bicolored plane trees, 
weighted by degrees, whose center is a vertex (black or white) and whose automor- 
phism group is of order a multiple of 5 or equal to K: 
&,a, Bk = XG,;k(&,s) + YC,.k(&), (3.7) 
@r,s,=k =G,=k(&,.v) + YG,=k{&>. (3.8) 
By virtue of what precedes, the en~emtion of ~~11~ plane trees belonging to 
these diverse species is given by: 
d2’(x) = Ap(xz), 
&Xx) = xzc,,,cA~(xkXA,u(xZt),. *.I, 
where r(k) = (rk, Qk, r3k, * . .), 
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EMracting coefficients in these series is similar to the calculations in the preceding 
sections. One 6nds then, for tmlabelled plane trees whose degree distribution is i and for 
dwelled bicolomd plane trees whose degree ~~b~~ is (i,,i), classified according 





the sum being taken in (3.16) and (3.17) over all pairs of integers hZ1, da1 such 
that h E Supp(i), k/d and d E Div(h,i - ah), and 
&Q&J) = E&j) +E&C), (3.18) 
g5&j) =P=k(hj)+P4(i,i), (3.19) 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
the sum being taken in (3.20) and (3.21) over all pairs of integers hal, d>l such 
that h E Supp( j), kid and d E Div(h& j - &h). 
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